In this study, new theoretical conceptions have been developed about an impurity segregation mechanism at the time of alloy solidification considering present microvolumes with different chemical compositions during alloy solidification.
Introduction
Practically, all properties of the metal are associated with metal solidification and predetermine the impurity distribution in a solidified alloy. The time numerical simulation of solidification associated with heat-mass exchange inside the mushy zone of alloys is a predominant investigation method as the physical methods of investigations are imperfect. The existing mathematical models for alloys apply different methods to determine the formed solid-phase quantity as a rule. In these cases, the time-dependent thermal conductivity can be applied in Stephen task, equilibrium, nonequilibrium, or quasi-equilibrium models. The Stephen model is used for a simple task only when the solidified alloy has small mushy zones. These conditions are considered typical for pure metals and small size ingots with high thermal conductivity.
1.
This theory does not consider the change in the coefficient impurity distribution during the solidification process. In fact, the change in the coefficient impurity distribution is associated with the solidification speed, free energies of alloys and solid crystals, and impure chemical potential in solid and liquid phases and temperature of course [2, 3] .
2.
This theory reduces the function of liquid hydrodynamic motion inside the mushy zone to effectively increase the diffusion coefficient. This assumption considers different propositions for exponential types of impurities and temperature distributions into a diffusional layer in all mushy zone [4] [5] [6] . This assumption considers smooth and synchronous changes in segregating distribution across the mushy zone width.
3.
The numerical realization in the quasi-equilibrium theory considers the dependence of the liquid phase section on the distribution coefficient one impurity but in reality, many chemical elements of the alloy segregate.
Therefore, this model does not allow to predict the formation of macroperiodical structures in a solidified alloy with full measure. We found that the periodical solidification of steel and the macroperiodical impurity distribution in a solid ingot was first described by Gugcov [7] and Dudovcev [8] and thereafter have been discussed in many other research works. The mechanism of the formation of periodical structures has not yet determined in detail. Generally, the development of solidification processes is presented as periodical solidification of front-edge movement and as a result of the periodically solidified front edge is influenced by the change in density and mechanical and hydrodynamic properties [9] [10] [11] .
Later researchers started studying melt motion inside the mushy zone that possesses a capillary-porous medium due to the capillary effect. The Darcy law describes liquid motion in this medium. Mehrabian et al. [12] attempted the first time to describe the movement of segregates during solidification. The most advanced model was presented by Ni and Beckermann [13] . This model allows calculating the liquid motion inside liquid that is free from crystals and inside the mushy zone. However, the numerical realization of this model for solidification of continuous casting at a full scale demands the advanced high-tech highly productive computers with large memory space. This is not considered as a reasonable process in some cases. In addition, if different speeds of segregates are not considered, it results in impure periodical co-phasal accumulation into the particular zones from ingots periphery to center.
It was pointed out earlier [14, 15] that different chemical elements have different concentration extrema in the time and space because segregates have different moving speeds into the mushy zone. In the first place, the speed of impurities depends on the concentration of chemical elements [16] . In addition, the chemical segregation of elements does not depend on solidification periodicity [17] . After analyzing the above-mentioned concepts and literature data [18] [19] [20] [21] , we note the absence of the harmonious mechanism for models based on the mathematical manipulation to prove different speeds of segregates for experimental data because it is a very complicated phenomenon.
Investigation objective
To develop a solidification method which alloys with different chemical compositions by using considering various macrogroups of atoms with different chemical compositions in a solidifying melt.
Materials and methods
We consider the following premise for a new mathematical model to segregate impurities:
1. Three zones are formed inside the billet during segregation (Figure 1) : solid metal zone, mushy zone, and liquid zone (core).
2.
The diffusion into the solid phase can be neglected because the values of coefficients are very small.
3.
The mushy zone is a dendrite complex directed to the isoliquidus line.
4.
The motion of matric melts with different quantities of segregates as compared with a solid phase takes part between dendrite needles. The correlation between impurities in the solid phase and the matrix melt is different for every impurity and depends on their initial concentrations.
5.
The diffusion of impurities inside the matrix melt has finite quantity.
6.
Capillary presser and dissolved gas emission induce matrix melt motion inside the mushy zone. We do not consider thermo-filtration and convective parts because of the low speed of mixing of matrix melts and lowtemperature gradient in the mushy zone.
7.
Capillary presser depends on the distance between dendrites' arms and surface tension on the border of melted crystal. The surface tension depends on the activity ratio of every segregate, which considers the concentration of other impurities in the melt.
8.
The geometrical place of the calculated cell with the solid phase value of 80-85% defines the internal billet shell position. The border of the mushy zone has 20-25% of the solid phase.
9.
In the mushy zone border, the liquid phase core instantly takes away impurities with averaging inside liquid phase.
10.
Convective mixing of the main liquid masses of the solidified billet has thermo-gravitational characteristics as no solidified parts of the billet take more time than the billet section and submerged entry nozzle stream penetration depth.
11.
Chemical reactions and peritectic transformation are absent.
12.
The heat flux along the technological axis is absent. Accordingly, the model equation of thermal conductivity in the solid and the mushy zone is expressed as follows:
where , , , , , are the density, thermal conductivity, thermal conduction of solid (s) and liquid (l) metals, respectively; is the heat of phase transition; is the time; is the temperature; is the relative part of the solid phase;
and is the heat flux volume density.
The steel density is constant and the liquid steel density depends on temperature and the concentration of impurities.
The thermal capacity and thermal conductivity of liquid steel are constant, and the thermal capacity and thermal conductivity of the solid steel depends on temperature and the concentration of impurities.
The time numerical techniques of differential equation decision (finite-difference method and finite-element method)
have widespread occurrence. The applications of these methods can decide tasks for any objects with arbitrary shape, every boundary condition, and the dependence of different thermophysical properties on temperature. One of the easiest and reliable methods is the control volume method [22] . The main feature of this method is the possibility of receiving the second-order finite-difference scheme for the inside rated operating conditions and the boundary.
Accordingly, the accepted assumption about the negligibly small heat flux and the speed of segregation impurities along the continuous caster technology axis for impurity segregation calculation used a two-dimensional model (axes X and Y). In our case, one-quarter of the solidified billet cross-section is rated as operating conditions. This decision is taken because inside the mold-liquid pool the solidification processes are symmetrical relative to billet cross-section axes. Then, the boundary conditions take form (1):
1. Initial conditions:
where ,0 is the initial temperature for n element (temperature distribution is uniform because when the metal gets into the mold the speed of c convection streams is very high).
2.
Boundary conditions for the axes X and Y take the following form:
Quantity Q is associated with staying in the space of continuous casting billet under rated operating conditions. If rated operating conditions are on the interphase boundary (solid phase-environment or mushy zone-liquid core), the heat flux density is Q = α • gradt (hear and after α-summary heat transfer). In other cases, Q = 0.
On the interface boundaries, the α value can be obtained as follows. The heat flux from the external billet surface on the forced secondary cooling zone is calculated by using the real statistical dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the water consumption for the continuous caster. For the mathematical model, the heat transfer outside the forced secondary cooling zone is submitted to the radiant-convection heat exchange:
where is the convection heat exchange coefficient that depends on the cooled surface inside continuous caster space, is the body blackness degree, 0 is the Stephen-Boltzmann constant, and surf , env are the surface temperature and environment temperature in K, respectively.
The Newton's method is used for the temperature definition in equation (4) considering the needle temperature location in the center of the calculated cells. The heat flux coefficient on the liquid metal pool is calculated by using the following equation:
where is taken from an earlier work [23] and the forced liquid motion induced by the submerged stream is found as = 5.0 + 0.021 , and in other parts of the liquid pool without the submerged stream influence it is found as = 0.56( ⋅ 2 ) 0.25 (where , , and are the Grasgof, Prandtl, and Peclet numbers, respectively, and is the characteristic size).
The specific heat flux quantity Q from billet to mold wall is calculated by mathematical manipulation [24] , which well correlates with data [25] . The mass change Δm of the solidified metal inside the elementary calculated space and in the solidification temperature range for the chosen steel grade is calculated according to the following formula:
where is the calculated volume mass; +1 is the excess temperature inside the calculated point at the (n + 1) time interval. Obviously, if the difference between the previous temperature and the excess temperature is positive at the elementary calculated volume the solid mass increases, and if the difference is negative the solid mass decreases.
From calculations, it was accepted that the solid and liquid phase temperatures inside the mushy zone are equal to the solidus temperature ( ) and the liquidus temperature ( ) considering the current concentrations of the chemical elements. Then, the real temperature in the calculated point depends on the ratio of the solid and liquid phases:
The process of the impurity transfer at the time of billet solidification can be described by the following diffusion equation [26] :
where is the concentration of the segregated chemical element; , , are the diffusion coefficient and current concentration for every segregated impurity inside the solid phase and liquid melt, respectively; is the matrix melt motion speed between dendrites arms in every calculated area of the mushy zone. The initial and boundary conditions in Eq. (8) are decided similar to Eqs. (2) and (3).
The quantity is calculated by using the Darcy equation for the defined liquid speed of filtration through the capillaryporous medium as follows:
where K is the penetrability coefficient for the filtration section, µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient for the filtrated liquid, and ∆P is the pressure difference in the filtration zone.
The penetrability coefficient is calculated by the following formula [27] :
Our statistical analysis depends on experimental data [23] as follows:
where is R is the cooling speed (К/с).
The quantity ∆P is calculated by the following formula:
where sl is the surface tension coefficient on the crystal-liquid boundary, is the height of a liquid column above the calculated section, is the capillary canting angle, av is the melt density between dendrites. The sign ± depends on the capillary location on the upper or lower continuous caster radius, and is the acceleration of gravity.
Presser solved gas forces are also considered in this model (forces defined by Siewert's low). When presser reaches certain critical level and liquid fracture then the model fixes pore formation and the segregate speed becomes equal to zero.
Considering different speeds of impurity segregation at the steel solidification time, this numerical model takes into account the liquid structure of quasi-chemical theoretical positions. In particular [23] , it was assumed that liquid has different kinds of atomic microgroups with different chemical elemental shares, for example, microgroups with different carbon content, sulfa content, etc. These microgroups can unite to conglomerate. The conglomerates of microgroups are not steady, do not have distinct interphase boundaries, and interact with each other all times according to interatomic chemical interactions. In other words, metallic liquid properties can be estimated considering the changing activity coefficients of components according to additivity laws. Therefore, different segregation levels of chemical elements can explain the conglomerate motion of a microgroup in the inter-dendritic space of the mushy zone.
Different conglomerates of a microgroup differ from one another in terms of the physical and chemical properties, for example, density, surface tension.
For calculating for every i impurity with the above assumption, the following equation is used:
where 0 is the surface tension for the pure metal, , are different constants for every i th chemical element with concentration 1 , and is the activity coefficient of the i th element depending on other impurity concentrations in the melt.
Segregated impurity quantities in the solid
where ms and m are the solid phase mass and elementary volume mass, respectively, C av is the average impurity quantity in the calculated cell, and Kef is the efficient distribution coefficient in the present impurity.
If in the solid phase diffusion is absent, the quantity Kef can be calculated by using the following expression [23, 24] :
where 0 is the equilibrium distribution coefficient that depends on the impurity concentration, for example, for the calculation of sulfur segregation as used earlier [23] , the statistical dependence is found to be 0 = 0.077 + 0.175[ ] 0.52 ), kr is the solidification frontal zone motion speed, and is the diffusion layer thickness. As shown earlier (17) , evidently the quantity ef is first defined by the dimensionless parameter kr . According to Sladcoshteev et al. [25] , the diffusion mobility quantity / is defined by using the solidification speed weakly. Accordingly, the diffusion mobility can be calculated by ef experimental data.
The explanation is based on the example of carbon. According to an earlier study [29] , the carbon diffusion mobility at ingot solidification time is 0.12 × 10 5 s/m and practically it does not change for the carbon concentration interval 0.15-0.73%. Therefore, if the amount Dl is known, the calculation of the thickness of the diffusion liquid phase layer adjacent to interface is not difficult. This quantity is found to be near 3.5 × 10 -4 m, which is close to data [27, 31, 32] . The small amounts δ confirms that the impurity transfer inside the mushy zone is determined not only by diffusion but also by the filtration mass transfer. Then, assuming that the diffusion layer thickness is constant for all segregated impurities, the quantity / can be calculated for sulfur and it is not difficult to calculate for other segregates as well.
The developed model adequacy is examined under the industrial conditions. The continuous casting billet surface is measured after mold and in the secondary cooling zone by accepted pyrometers by using the standard method. The segregated impurity quantity in the billet sections is defined by chemical analyses along the axes and diagonal transversal templates by using the standard method. Figure 2 shows section 335 × 400 mm of the billet transverse template with sampling pattern as an example. Active numerical experiments and results are determined by using the mathematical and statistical methods. The confidence level for all calculations was found to be 95%. All coefficients found in the regression equations were statistically significant. The results of solidification calculations and real temperature measured with average data for billet with section335 × 400 mm of the upper radius surface are presented in Figure 3 . The temperature of the upper radius surface is measured after mold, in the secondary cooling zone boundaries, and later along the continuous caster technological axis. The average casting speed for 20 heat sequence of steel grade 20 (chemical composition is presented in Table 1 ) was found to be 0.6 m/min. The next symbols are presented in Figure 3 : tsurf: temperature in the center of the billet along wide side; Gw: water consumption for the secondary cooling segment. We found that the developed mathematical model under cooling billet thermal conditions is adequate to real conditions with a relative error of less than 3%. We compared chemical analysis data using transversal templates with calculated data using mathematical statistics. The matching probability varied from 61.4% to 94.6% for carbon and from 68.4% to 73.8% for sulfur.
Results and discussion
The graphical comparison segregating elemental distribution across the section for billet 335 × 400 mm of steel grade 45 according to GOST 1050-88 between the calculated and experimental data is presented in Figure 4 . This distribution allows to visually estimate impurity segregation character along the billet axes and diagonal (numeration of control points is similar to Figure 2 ). The matching probability for every compared calculation was less than 5.3% for carbon distribution and less than 9.8% for sulfur segregation. The analyses in Figures 5 and 6 show that the dissolved liquid steel impurity distribution across the mushy zone width are not exponential according to the quasi-equilibrium mushy zone theory but have wavy character. Figures 5 and 6 show high impurities in concentration areas along the liquidus line and low impurities in concentration areas shown by arrows a and b in figures. Thereafter, conditions can be set for the formation of impurity foliation associated with melt solidification in areas with increased concentration with overcooling that can be often seen in reality.
The decreasing distance between dendrite arms and the increasing solid phase shared in these areas slow down the motion of segregates inside the mushy zone, for example, increasing Dsolph in the 40-50% mushy zone width ( Figure  5) . This is the reason for segregated bands appearance.
The impurity concentration and the corresponding temperature curve fluctuations in the solid phase across the mushy zone width are less observed. These zones have directed mass transfer because impurities have not enough time for redistribution between the solid and liquid phases considering the distribution coefficient.
The decreasing impurity concentration in the initial melt is the reason that the mushy zone width decreases and the impurity speed motion increases. The reason is that the impurity wave amplitude distribution in the liquid phase of the mushy zone during solidification time is higher for billet with the 0.1% carbon content ( Figure 5 ) than for billet with the 0.7% carbon content (Figure 6) . Accordingly, the concentration of segregator changes with liquid phase solidus and liquid temperature curves also changes, and the solid phase part inside the mushy zone changes more sharply as compared to billet with 0.7% carbon content.
As the distribution of segregators does not remain stable during time and space inside the mushy zone, the possible concentration of segregators increases in mushy zone parts and higher solid phase parts. Then, the growth rate of the solid phase part decreases and the concentration of segregators redistributes. This effect is more typical for steel grades with small mushy zone width, for example, for steel grades 10 or 20 according to GOST 1050-88. The reason is that the impurity segregation level in the solidified ingot with lower initial impurity contents is lower as compared to ingot with higher initial impurity concentrations. It is confirmed by the final impurity distribution across billet with dimensions 400 × 400 mm and the 0.7% carbon content transversal section as represented in Figure 7 . The carbon and sulfur segregation indices of the curved phase synchronism are not found on some parts of the billet transversal sections (Figure 7) . This is the result of different speeds of different impurities inside the mushy zone.
The reason is that the distribution impurity extrema do not coincide with the solidified ingot. The average temperature curve is calculated on the basis of the equilibrium of the solid and liquid phases and Dsolph, considering curves are not uniform.
The taver change corresponds to the change in the solid phase part (Figures 5 and 6) . In Figure 5 , some parts of the mushy zone have negative temperature gradient and this effect agrees with experimental data [33] . This effect is associated with diffusion undercooling and diffusion undercooling as a result of impurity segregation decreases in this part of the mushy zone. The decrease in impurity concentrations defines the solidus and liquidus temperature changes and average equilibrium temperature. The similar investigations of segregation for other steel grades and other billet dimensions show common results, but the investigated solidification parameters change for every situation strictly and individually. The reason is that external action to the solidified ingot corresponds to the calculated time intervals and accordingly the wave motion of segregator inside the mushy zone is found to be reasonable. Mathematical statistics are used for calculating the impurity concentrations influence segregation and motion type and speed.
Numerical experiments are carried out by using the method of the orthogonal central composite plan [34] . The carbon content changes from 0.2% to 0.6%, the sulfur content changes from 0.01% to 0.04%, and the manganese content changes from 0.5% to 1.5%. The maximum (max) of the segregation level for the corresponding impurities after solidification is used as a response function. The statistical analysis of the results provides the next regression dependences (Rk is the correlation coefficient): , Rk =0.73.
We determined that impurity segregation velocity ratio is variable and depends on the initial chemical composition of the melt. The statistical analysis of results provides the next regression dependences: , Rk ≈1. (25) Accordingly, the dependences in Eqs. (24) and (25) show that the microblast motion speed with high sulfur concentration increases more as compared with microblast motion speed with high carbon concentration if the carbon content increases. The reason is that impurity concentration extrema do not coincide and data in an earlier study [11] confirm this effect. The probability of effect increases if the carbon concentration also increases.
In an earlier study [35] , it was stated that the processes of volume solidification with a zone of equiaxed crystals (EZ) begin only when the mushy zone occupies all non-solidified part of the ingot. We carried out the corresponding numerical analyses on the basis of the presented mathematical model of impurity segregation. The billet formation simulates according to plant conditions. The comparison of our calculations with literature and practical data shows that the skin zone (SZ) formation finishes at the same time when impurity filtration begins. Moreover, columnar crystal zone (CZ) formation finishes at the same time when impurity filtration finishes. The determination of the parameters of structural zones is not difficult. SZ represents the forest of dendrites extended to the iso-liquidus direction. Impurities directed with mass transfer are created inside SZ and this process is started in the presented mathematical model without any difficulty. Conditions for the directed mass transfer disappear when volume solidification and EZ formation start. This affects our ingot concentration and the thermal condition model is also fixed easily.
The calculated results of the structural zone width according to our model and dependences according to earlier works [2, 3] and practical measures are presented in Table 2 . All calculations are carried out experimentally under the same conditions. Statistically compared calculation results and experimental data show that our model calculation results are more accurate calculations for ingot macrostructure in all cases. The presented model can not only be used for the prediction of segregator's distribution but also for the prediction of ingot macrostructure. The numerical analysis of the structural zone width (DSZ, DCZ , DEZ ,%) from the carbon content ([C] = 0.1-0.7%) and from the half of billet thickness (h = 0.075-0.2 m) is carried out according to the rotatable central composite planning of experiments. All other conditions are the same. We predicted the billet structure for a specific continuous caster and determined that the structural zone parameters depend on the billet section, carbon content, and casting speed. We determined the next regression dependences as follows: 
We determined that DSZ increases, if [C] also increases. The heat of phase transition decreases if the carbon content increases. DSZ decreases if increase in h is associated with the increase in the metal enthalpy.The derived results are in close approximation with calculated data [2, 3] and experimental data [36] .
Therefore, the presented mathematical model can be used for the heat and mass transfer analysis of continuous casting billet solidification time and can predict temperature and concentration billet conditions for different continuous casting parameters at every time station.
Conclusion
The 
